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Serving the Western US Since 1946

What’s Happening in the Industry

But We Don’t Want to Wait ‘Til October To See You!
Come by Teeco’s Booths at the Following 

2022 Industry Events
Rocky Mountain Propane Association Spring Meeting 

March 16 - 18 | Jackson, WY
Western Propane Convention 

May 11 - 13 | Reno, NV
Colorado / New Mexico Propane Convention

July 6 - 8 | Colorado Springs, CO
Pacific Propane Association Annual Conference 

& WPGA Board Meeting
August 10 - 12 | Blaine, WA

South Dakota Petroleum & Propane Marketers Convention
September 13-14 | Deadwood, SD

We Can’t Wait To See YOU!
At Teeco’s Open House & Golf Tournament 

Sacramento, CA
Save the Dates!

OPEN HOUSE + FREE TRAINING DAY
Thursday, October 27th
GOLF TOURNAMENT
Friday , October 28th

NEW Propane Product Rebates
Industry Associations are rolling out their new rebate programs for 

2022, and Teeco is keeping you up to date! 

PROGRAMS!

2022

Visit www.TeecoProducts.com and click on Industry Links 
for current program information
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Welcome to a new year.  We must believe 
2022 will be better than 2020 and 2021. 
At least Supply Chain issues and Politics 
should mellow out.  We can always dream.  

Regarding Supply Chain challenges, it is 
amazing how much of our personal life 
and business life is directly or indirectly 
tied to countries outside our borders.  We 
can visit the grocery store to buy local or 
organic products and still find a shortage 
due to cartons, boxes or bags coming up 
short because they may be produced in 
a foreign country.  Many products we all 
rely on are completely fabricated or par-
tially sourced outside the US and North 
America.  Whether it is a piece of plastic, 
nuts, bolts or raw materials – we seem to 
held hostage by others.

During the pandemic, I got fed up and 
started looking for ‘American-Made’ 
websites to find clothes, shoes and other 
household items – good luck.  You would 
need to stay away from almost all sports-
related clothing – goodbye Nike and 
Adidas.  It can be done, but it is very dif-
ficult.  They are out there – American Gi-
ant, All American Clothing and Ball & Buck 
to name a couple.  The great thing about 
buying American is that it is completely 
non-partisan.  We all want to create more 

American jobs, we all want our country 
to prosper, and we all want to leave our 
country better off for our children.  Buying 
American helps to accomplish all these 
things.  We all stand to benefit from buy-
ing American.  I recently purchased a new 
Ford Ranger – it won an award for being 
85% ‘American Made’.  I’ll take it.

It is virtually impossible to purchase eve-
rything American Made, but it makes me 
feel a little better if I can support local, re-
gional or American businesses.  The next 
time you go shopping, turn the item over 
to see who built it… unless it is a really 
good bottle of cabernet or IPA - that bottle 
will stay turned over to fill my glass and 
to toast to all the freedoms our veterans 
fought for.
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Outside the Box
With Jay Stephens
President and CEO
Teeco Products, Inc.

Jay Stephens

Words to live by – 
 “We must reject the idea that every 
time a law’s broken, society is guilty 
rather than the lawbreaker. It is time to 
restore the American precept that each 
individual is accountable for his ac-
tions.”
 - Ronald Reagan

Did you know that Teeco Products is a proud member of our National 
and Regional Propane Industry Associations? 
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This year marks the 10 Year Anniversary of the Women in Propane Council. The idea for a women-in-industry 
group was introduced at an NPGA Conventions Committee meeting in Texas in 2010. One of the members, Tom 
Jaenicke, who also consulted in the building industry had seen such a group be effective there. The interest was 
high and a sub-group of the Conventions Committee formed a task force to explore possibilities. The task force 
was led by Nancy Coop and the members were Jill Hopkins, Tom Jaenicke, Paula Wilson, Robin Lewis, Natalie 
Peal, Kurt Ruhl, Brian Richesson, and Jane Stroupe. The task force helped create a vision for an organization that would benefit the entire 
industry. Once it was determined the group would become an official NPGA business council, many of this original task force continued to 
meet to establish bylaws and governance guidelines. 

The NPGA Board of Directors voted unanimously to approve the creation of the Women in Propane Council on January 31, 2012 in Key 
West, Florida. The council’s first official event was held in Atlanta on April 15, 2012, where approximately 60-70 attendees and members 
participated in a roundtable discussion to share their top priorities for the newly founded business council. Their top three goals were net-
working, mentoring, and leadership. These three pillars guide the council today. Individual members currently number more than 500, with 
approximately 25 additional corporate members and sponsors.

Among the accomplishments of Women in Propane, the group...

•	 Established signature events at the Southeast Expo including Roundtable Sessions featuring industry leaders, a Leadership Forum fo-
cused on expert training in leadership skills, DISC behavioral profile tracts, Net-
working Receptions connecting the industry, and multiple education sessions on 
topics such as public speaking, mentorship, and negotiation. 

•	 Founded the first nationwide mentorship network for men and women with an 
online matching program, Knowledge Exchange. 

•	 Sponsored a session at the World LPG Association’s forum in 2014, an historic 
event to promote women in propane globally. 

•	 Participated in trade shows, open houses, and conventions across the country 
at booths and presented certified trainings for business experts. 

•	 In 2018 became a national chapter of WINLPG (the WLPGA’s Women in LPG), 
whose formation was inspired by the Women in Propane. 

•	 Created a stand-alone website, designed by Warm Thoughts Communications. 

•	 Initiated ambassador program to engage with state associations in all 50 states. 

•	 And, in 2022, will host its Celebration Summit: A Decade of Excellence in Nash-
ville, a full-day event featuring inspirational speakers and expert leadership train-
ings (April 23, 2022 from 10:30 am – 4:00 pm).

Women In Propane Council Celebrates Its First 10 Years

Teeco Products is proud to be one of 
Women In Propane’s first Corporate 

Sponsors. They joined us as some of our 
earliest open houses held at Teeco’s 

Sacramento, CA location. 

Women In Propane | Educate. Engage. Inspire.

WIP Celebration Summit: A Decade of Excellence
The day will start by hearing from four women who have broken through the glass 
ceiling and advanced not only their careers, but the industry as well. Listen to Paula 
Wilson, the former chair of PERC; Leslie Woodward, the former chair of the TS&S 
Committee; Michelle Bimson, chair-elect of NPGA; and Nancy Coop, Founding Chair 
of Women in Propane Council and first woman inductee into the LPGas Hall of Fame, 
as they talk about their experience in making change in the propane industry.

New State Ambassador Initiative
The Women in Propane Council is partnering with the state and regional associations 
in the U.S. to bring educational offerings and help increase involvement. WIP recog-
nizes its shared missions with state associations and the true benefits of networking 
and training for their members. WIP members who are state ambassadors will bring 
WIP information, communication, and the power of its programs to the states at their 
meetings and conferences.

Thanks to Nancy Coop and Greg Wasson for sharing this story. To become a member, join a committee or just learn more, please visit 
www.womeninpropane.org. 
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Field Topic
Presto-Tap Leak Detection

This field topic is designed to aid in proper leak check guidelines in accordance with NFPA 58 2020 & NFPA 54 2021. The Presto-Tap 
PTU-KIT supplies all the necessary components to complete a leak check for the 3 suggested leak check methods. Separate gauge kits 
are also available for your preferred leak check method. Presto-Taps are available in the Ready to Go RegO® Multivalve, Presto-Tap pigtail 
and Presto-Tap hogtail. The Presto-Tap LDS2000-RV fitting can also be installed in the Pressure gauge port of a multivalve, Regulator and 
external fittings.
It is important to verify when to do a leak check and/or pressure test. Leak checks are required immediately after the gas is turned on into 
a new system or into a system that has been initially restored after an interruption of service, the piping system is required to have a leak 
check performed. Pressure tests are performed to verify the gastight integrity of gas piping following its installation or modification.

Suggested Leak Check Methods

1.   Tank Pressure Leak Testing
1.1. Attach 300# Gauge to Presto-Tap fitting installed between shutoff valve and first stage regulator
1.2. Admit full container pressure to gas system
1.3. Close shutoff valve and reduce gauge pressure by 10# to insure isolation from tank pressure
1.4. Observe for any increase or decrease in pressure for a minimum of 3 minute, per company 
procedure and applicable code
1.5. Rise in pressure indicates faulty shutoff valve seat
1.6. Decrease in pressure indicates a leak in system
1.7. Record findings per company policy
Note: A TPF fitting or Presto-Tap pigtail can be used to access tank pressure readings

2.   First Stage Leak Testing
2.1. Attach 30# Pressure Gauge to Presto- Tap LDS2000-RV
2.2. Turn on service valve charging gas system
2.3. Close service valve and reduce pressure by
2# unlocking regulator so that entire system is communicating with gauge
2.4. Observe the gauge for any increase or decrease in pressure for a minimum of 3 minute, per 
company procedure and applicable code
2.5. Rise in pressure indicates faulty seat in service valve
2.6. Decrease in pressure indicates a leak in system
2.7. Record findings per company policy
3.   Low Pressure Leak Testing
3.1. Achieved by installing Presto-Tap LDS2000-RV in second stage regulator ports accessing low 
pressure about 11” w.c.
3.2. Presto-tap gauge, Water manometer, mechanical manometer and electronic manometer can be 
used with addition of hose barb to Presto-Tap Quick Adapter
3.3. Close the service valve and release enough pressure to drop the system pressure at 9” w.c.
+ or – 0.5” w.c.
3.4. Observe the gauge for any increase or decrease in pressure for a minimum of 3 minute, per 
company procedure and applicable code
3.5. Rise in pressure indicates faulty seat in service valve
3.6. Decrease in pressure indicates a leak in system
3.7. Record findings per company policy
Note: During any leak check procedure always observe the gauge for a pressure increase. A pressure 
increase could indicate a faulty service valve.

For questions or concerns, please contact: Paul Courson pcourson@regoproducts.com or Cody Reeves creeves@regoproducts.com.
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Our PDM Series Dispensers have a fresh new look! 
As always, you can trust Teeco for quality. Our team has been hard at work 
creating a more sleek design and maximizing the value you get for your dollar. 

PACA Style LPG Dispenser Modules

PACA PDM Series Dispensers come complete and ready to use with pump and mo-
tor, valving, interconnecting piping, wired to code and fully tested. Highest quality 
materials, professional workmanship. Galvanized steel cabinet. Standard equipment 
includes 1” Meter and 600 Register, Pull Away Valve, 15’ - 3/4” LPG Hose with Hose-
End Valve and 1¾” ACME Fill Connector. Just add pump of choice.

Item # Pump Meter GPM

PDM-1 Corken C12 Pump

1” Neptune Meter 
w/600 head

8-14

PDM-2 Smith ECH-M5B 1” Pump 8-14

PDM-3 Blackmer LGF1-PC 1” Pump 8-12

PDM-6 Smith EG1-M1-3B 3/4” Pump 3-8

PDM-6GC Smith GC-1LZ Pump & Motor 13

PDM Series Dispenser Accessories

Item # Description

PLD-1R
Reinforced Lower Door with Brackets and Support Chains, 

for PDM Dispensers only PACA PDM Dispenser

Pigtails & Hogtails  
Patented Pigtail and RV products are Made in the USA by RegO.  

As a RegO Master Distributor, Teeco Products is also a distributor of Presto-Tap products. 
Presto-Tap, LLC is committed to engineering innovative, safety-focused products to serve the LP-Gas Industry. Their UL listed Presto-Tap 
Leak Detection System line of products offers an efficient way for drivers to test for leaks, obtain pressure readings and confirm the pres-
ence of gas in LP tanks. Their easy-to-use system requires no special tools and only minimal training, so drivers and servicemen can easily 
comply with industry-mandated leak detection and documentation procedures. Below you’ll find some of Presto-Tap’s most popular items.

LDS2000-RV 

Regulator Valve Leak Detection System. Meets NFPA 
54 & 58 requirements regarding “excess flow”. Pro-
vides a quick and easy method of attaching industry 
standard testing instruments to obtain low-pressure 
readings. UL Listed 

UNIVERSAL SERVICE TECH KIT
Includes 300# ambient temperature 
gauge, 30# gauge, 5# gauge and 
0-35” wc gauge; Manometer adapter; 
3/16” Hex Key; 36” Universal Flex Hose 
w/ gauge bleeder and adapters; (6) 
LDS2000-RV fittings and a 12” Nylon 
Tool Bag. 

RV-QA-90 
Quick Adapter - 1/4” F.NPT x 
Presto-Tap Pressure Valve Con-
nector for access using industry 
standard testing devices. 

RV-L 
Regulator Valve- Low Pressure. (50 
per bag) Not legal at Tank Pressure 
Locations and not recommended 
for interior use. Not UL Listed. 

New Sleek Design

PT-OZ WITH BLEEDER VALVE
Presto-Tap 0-20 oz and 0-35” wc 
Gauge with Bleeder Valve, 90° 
Quick Adapter & Belt Loop Holster

PT-30LP-B90
Presto-Tap 30# Low Pressure Gauge with 
Bleeder Valve, 90° Quick Adapter & Holster
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Radiant Vent-Free Heaters 
Burns clean and odor-free. 100% efficient, and more economical than electric. Top-mounted controls. Available in a variety of floor and wall 
mount models from 10,000 BTU to 30,000 BTU. Piezo Igniter. Optional blowers and non-thermostat models available. 
NOTE: Unvented heaters are not approved for use in some locales. Check with proper authorities before installing.  

Direct Vent Wall Furnaces 
Installs easily on most any outside wall. Requires a minimum of floor space and provides even, energy-efficient heat. Quiet operation. Mil-
livolt wall thermostat and Piezo pilot ignition. Blower kit available.  

Counterflow Furnaces 
Direct Vent Counterflow (DV Series) and Upflow Counterflow (FAW Series) wall furnaces require only one square foot of 
floor space and install on inside or outside walls. Generous 55,000 BTU rating allows multi-room heating with optional 
side outlet kit. Complete with 24V wall thermostat, Piezo pilot ignition and floor level blower. Heated air output 400 CFM.

Item # BTU/hr. Blower Automatic Blower Temp Control

SR10LP
10,000 - -

----

SR10TLP Thermostat

SR18LP
18,000 SRB18 SRB18T

----

SR18TLP Thermostat

SR30LP
30,000 SRB30 SRB30T

----

SR30TLP Thermostat

Item # BTU/hr. Heated Air Output

DV210SGXLP 10,000
60 CFM

DV215SGXLP 15,000

DV25SGLP 25,000
75 CFM

DV35SGLP 35,000

Item # BTU/hr.

FAW55SPPXLP

55,000DVC55SPPXLP

DVC55IPXLP

Models shown are LP-Gas. Also available in Natural Gas.

Models shown are LP-Gas. Some models also available in Natural Gas.

Models shown are LP-Gas. Some models also available in Natural Gas.

Q390A 
Bottom-lock design. Universal two-piece adapter.

Q340A Universal 
Honeywell “Bullseye” universal thermocouple. 
With adapters and nuts to fit all pilot burners.  

Honeywell Thermocouples

Item # Description

Q340A1066 18" length

Q340A1074 24" length

Q340A1082 30" length

Q340A1090 36" length

Item # Description

Q390A1095 18" length

Q390A1046 24" length

Q390A1053 30" length

Q390A1061 36" length

1980 Snap-Fit 
Easy installation with the snap-fit adapter.

1970 Uni-Couples 
Zip nuts may be pushed, pulled threaded onto the Uni-couple tip for ease in 
making installations on pilot burners.  

Robertshaw Thermocouples

Item # Description

1970-018 18" length

1970-024 24" length

1970-030 30" length

Item # Description

1980-012 12" length

1980-018 18" length

1980-024 24" length

1980-030 30" length

For Your Heating Needs

1970-036 36" length

1970-048 48" length

1970-060 60" length

1970-072 72" length

Item # Description

1980-036 36" length

1980-048 48" length

1980-060 60" length

1980-072 72" length
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Old Part # Description New Part # Description

52606-01
Transformer 

208V/220V/240V
40947 208V TX Transformer Retrofit Kit

40948 220V/240V TX Transformer Retrofit Kit

52607-01
Transformer 

380V/400V/415V
40949 380V/400V/415V TX Transformer Retrofit Kit

52608-01
Transformer 

440V/480V/575V
40950 440V/480V TX Transformer Retrofit Kit

40951 575V TX Transformer Retrofit Kit

TORREXXTM Transformer Kits

Complete Control Board Panels

Old Part # Description New Part # Description

82572
Control Board Panel 
208V/220V/240V

82576 Control Board Panel 208V

82572 (Same) Control Board Panel 220V/240V

82573
Control Board Panel 
380V/400V/415V

82573 (Same) No changes to description

82574
Control Board Panel 
440V/480V/575V

82574 (Same) Control Board Panel 440V/480V

82577 Control Board Panel 575V

The SECOND SUN Tank Heater is a unique piece of equipment that is designed to augment the 
natural vaporization of the storage tank or to provide additional pressure for a vaporizer applica-
tion when operating in cold ambient temperatures. To ensure customers have successful and 
trouble-free installations Algas-SDI will assist to qualify potential installations.  

Note: SECOND SUN Tank Heaters are not for use in multiple tank installations, standby or back-
up loads and/or installations for larger loads that should be served by a vaporizer.  

SECOND SUN Tank Heater Application Questionnaire 

Please provide the information below regarding the application in which the SECOND SUN will be installed to your Teeco Representative and 
Algas-SDI will review the application to determine if it is proper for the SECOND SUN and it will perform to expectations:    

How many LPG storage tanks are in the installation?  •  What size is the LPG storage tank?  •   Is it a primary load (used all the time) or a 
standby or back-up load?  •  What is the maximum BTU draw or load of the consuming equipment?  (Total load of all equipment consuming 
propane)  •  What is the required pressure from the tanks to feed to high pressure (first stage) regulator?  •  What is the minimum ambient 
temperature at the installation site during the coldest time of the year?  •  Provide city and state location of the installation.

Transformer Upgrade on TORREXXTM Electric Vaporizers  
Algas-SDI has implemented a component upgrade to the TORREXX™ Dry Electric Vaporizer line. In recent years the manufacturer of the 
previous transformer implemented design changes to the product line. The manufacturer’s design changes produced a transformer not ro-
bust enough to handle the conditions in which they operate as a TORREXX™ component. As a result, users have occasionally experienced 
premature failures of the transformers. Algas-SDI was able to identify this through their customer complaint process and they switched to 
a new, more robust transformer which was implemented in production in 2021.  

Important Note: The new transformer is supplied in different voltage configurations than the previous transformer and has an external fuse 
holder and fuse which will require the end users to use a retrofit kit to install the new transformer on units existing in the field. Due 
to these changes with the transformer, Algas-SDI is releasing new part numbers for transformer kits and the complete 
control board panel assemblies for the TORREXX™.   

For example, part #: 52606-01 was previously used for 208V, 220V and 240V vaporizers. The new version of the 
transformer does not cover the same voltages. One part number is used for 220V/240V units; a different transformer 
is used for 208V units.  This change also affects the part number of the complete control board panels.  It will be very 
important to ensure you know the voltage of the TORREXX™ when ordering the new transformer kits and complete 
control board panels which include the transformer.  

Use the matrix below showing the new part numbers to order your transformers and complete control board panels.  

Is A SECOND SUN Tank Heater Right For Your Application?
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What Is This Product? / Create a Caption

Guess the name or part # of this product - or create a caption - and we’ll 
send you a small thank you gift. 

Email your answer to: 
mary@teecoproducts.com, 
Fax to: 949-474-8663, Attn: Marketing Dept. or
Mail to :  TEECO Products, Inc.
  Attn: Marketing Dept.
  16881 Armstrong Avenue     
  Irvine, CA 92606                    

Lumin Gas Candles
One of many ways to prepare for pesky power 
outages back in the day.

From the Fall Edition of Teeco 
Catalog Flashback You Can Also Find Teeco on Social Media

•	 Facebook: www.facebook.com/TeecoProductsInc
•	 LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/teecoproducts 
•	 YouTube: Go to www.youtube.com then type Teeco 

Products in the search bar.

Did You Know You Can Place Your Teeco 
Order on Your Phone?
•	 Go to ebiz5.teecoproducts.com on 

your mobile phone.
•	 Login to your account.*
•	 If you have problems, try clearing 

your browsing history.
•	 Save Your Password - If your browser 

asks if you’d like it to remember your 
password, click Yes to allow faster 
access in the future. (optional)

•	 Once logged in, Teeco’s Mobile View 
site will appear, as seen on the right. If a different page 
appears, click the dropdown lines on the top right and 
select Login.

•	 You can now place orders; view, update or create shopping 
lists and more; all from your mobile device!

Teeco Mobile-Friendly Ordering

*Note: You must have an online account with Teeco Products to 
use this feature. If you don’t have an online account yet, register at 
www.teecoproducts.com or call us to set one up. It’s fast and easy!


